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A new map-validation procedure is based on the correlation-

coef®cient agreement between the observed structure-factor

magnitudes and their extrapolated values from suitably

modi®ed electron-density maps from which they have been

each in turn systematically excluded. The correlation coef®-

cient tends to a maximum as the phase errors in a map are

reduced. This principle was used to resolve the single-

wavelength anomalous scattering (SAS) and single-derivative

isomorphous replacement (SIR) phase ambiguity for a

number of error-free trial structures. Applications employing

real data sets tend to be more dif®cult owing to data

incompleteness and errors affecting the construction of the

Argand diagram.
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1. Introduction

Advances made by direct-phasing methods have permitted the

solution of crystal structures that are ®ve to ten times more

complex than were routinely solvable only 5 years ago,

provided that data are available to at least 1.2 AÊ resolution

(Miller et al., 1993; Sheldrick & Gould, 1995). Efforts to

improve these particular methods to succeed at less than

atomic resolution have been problematic, but continue to be

actively pursued.

In the meantime, a number of other approaches have shown

promise towards providing ab initio phase solutions at lower

resolution. Log-likelihood gain has been shown to be a

powerful discriminator for identifying the correct phase

solution among numerous random trials (Gilmore et al., 1991)

and in a recent application to crambin at 3.0 AÊ resolution it

was possible to extend up to 42 re¯ections with an acceptable

small phase error (Gilmore et al., 1999) before the process

degraded.

At the other extreme, similar success has been made

towards the ab initio phasing of very low resolution data, say

greater than 6±8 AÊ , which is suf®cient to identify a molecular

envelope. In most instances, a large number of trial structures

consisting of a few randomly positioned atoms or globs are

tested as to how well the computed structure-factor magni-

tudes of these `pseudo-structures' agree with the observed

lowest resolution data as a measure of probable phase accu-

racy (Andersson & HovmoÈ ller, 1996; Dorset & McCourt,

1999; Lunin et al., 1998; Urzhumtsev et al., 1996). However, it is

very dif®cult to extend envelope models to higher resolution

to obtain recognizable chain traces of the structure. Other

phase-extension and re®nement techniques such as solvent

¯attening, histogram ®tting, Sayre-equation expansion and

maximization of likelihood (Wang, 1985; Lunin, 1988; Zhang

& Main, 1990) do not perform well at extremely low resolu-

tion. New methods may be required to help achieve this goal.



This paper describes a new ®gure of merit that is sensitive to

the phase error in an electron-density map even at low reso-

lution. It may be used to discriminate among potentially good

phase solutions and numerous plausible incorrect ones. Its

incorporation into an ab initio structure-determination

procedure will require ef®cient methods not only to compute

the ®gure of merit but also to re®ne the phases to maximize

the ®gure of merit.

2. Background

For many years, the most serious problem facing the ab initio

phasing of low-resolution data has simply been the inability to

rank potential solutions according to their probable phase

error. One idea, known as map validation, attempts to quan-

tify how well a map agrees with its phased data. Map-

validation procedures are notoriously bad indicators of the

correctness of the phases of a structural model; however, there

is always a strong correlation between the data and their

extrapolated values obtained from the parent map after it has

been suitably modi®ed. A better strategy would be to omit the

contribution of each Fh to the parent map, prior to map

modi®cation, so that the extrapolated value of Fh obtained

from the modi®ed map would be based solely on the other

remaining phased re¯ections and not on the current phase of

Fh itself. The cost of performing such a calculation by brute

force would require two FFTs for each of NREF Fh values, an

enormous undertaking for any structure having thousands of

data. Some ideas for economizing this task follow.

3. Analysis

Given that the electron-density map is de®ned as

��r� � �1=V�P
h

Fh exp�ÿ2�ih�r� �1�

and �(r) is a mask of the map that equals 0 when �(r) < � and

equals 1 when �(r) > �, the Fourier coef®cients corresponding

to �(r) are

Gh �
R
V

��r� exp�2�ih � r� dV: �2�

The map �0(r) = �(r)�(r) will be identical to �(r), except all

density less than the threshold � will be replaced by zero. The

analytical form of this synthesis is

�0�r� � �1=V2�P
k;l

FkGl exp�ÿ2�i�k� l� � r�: �3�

The estimated value of Fh extrapolated from this �0(r) map is

F 0h �
R
V

�0�r� exp�2�ih � r� dV

� R
V

f�1=V2�P
k;l

FkGl exp�ÿ2�i�k� l� � r�g exp�2�ih � r� dV

� �1=V2�P
k;l

FkGl

R
V

exp�2�i�hÿ kÿ l� � r� dV: �4a�

Since
R

V exp�2�i�hÿ kÿ l� � r� dV = V if l = h ÿ k and 0 if

l 6� h ÿ k,

F 0h � �1=V�P
k

FkGhÿk: �4b�

It follows that even for a particular Fh purposely omitted from

map �(r), the extrapolated value of this omitted term, Xh, can

be easily obtained as

Xh � F 0h ÿ �1=V�P
hj

Fhj
Ghÿhj

; �5�

where F 0h is the map-extrapolated value from (4a) and the sum

over hj subtracts from F 0h all the symmetry-related forms of Fh

which must be omitted from �(r). Here, hj = h�Rÿ1
j , where Rj is

the matrix operator of the jth equivalent position. This

corresponds to computing �(r) with with the Fhj
terms omitted

from the Fourier sum. The computation of the full set of values

Xh requires only three FFTs: the ®rst to obtain �(r), the

second to obtain F 0h values from �0(r) and the third to compute

Gh from the mask �(r). In comparison, a brute-force calcu-

lation of the Xh would require 2NREF FFTs.

This analysis assumes that the mask derived from the parent

map �(r) is reasonably similar to the masks derived for each of

the NREF maps from which a different Fh has been omitted.

This approximation will be shown to be suf®ciently good to

obtain useful phasing indications for maps which have

moderately large initial r.m.s. phase errors. The correlation-

coef®cient agreement between Fh and Xh can be used to test

whether a change of value of a single phase in a map is a

change toward reducing its absolute phase error

CC � �hjFhXhji ÿ hjFhjihjXhji�
��hjFhj2i ÿ hjFhji2��hjXhj2i ÿ hjXhji2��1=2

: �6�

The concept of exploiting unbiased Xh estimates is in a sense a

reciprocal-space adaptation of `omit-map' procedures

performed in real space (Bhat & Cohen, 1984). There are also

similarities to the use of the free R value (BruÈ nger, 1993) to

cross-validate the progress of a macromolecular structure

re®nement, except that the range of Xh values extrapolated in

any one cycle is not held as a small ®xed subset of Fh data

which is not allowed to contribute of the estimation of the

remainder of the Xh outside that set in the same cycle.

4. Test examples

Error-free native SAS data for the P212121 structure of cyto-

chrome c550 from Paracoccus denitri®cans (PDB entry 155c;

Timkovich & Dickerson, 1976) were computed for Cu K�
radiation [�f 00(Fe) = 3.155, �f 00(S) = 0.557 electrons]. The

single Fe site for this heme protein is easily determined from

the anomalous difference data. SAS phasing requires one to

test both enantiomorphs of the Fe position. General re¯ec-

tions have two permissible phase choices from the Argand

diagram, '+ and 'ÿ, where '+ is the value that is closest to 'Fe,

the phase of the Fe-atom site. Of necessity, |'Fe ÿ '+| +

|'Feÿ 'ÿ| = 180�, as indicated in Fig. 1. The re®nement may be

initiated by blindly assigning all phases the slightly more

preferred '+ value (Peerdeman & Bijvoet, 1956). Zonal

re¯ections do not exhibit Bijvoet differences for space group

P212121 and were excluded.
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Trial calculations were performed for three ranges of data:

2.65, 3.70 and 5.30 AÊ resolution. The number of re¯ections and

the initial r.m.s. phase errors are summarized in Table 1(a).

SIR data were also computed for the same three resolution

ranges. The native structure was considered to be Fe-free

protein and the derivative to be formed by adding the Fe to

the heme. In any SIR application the phases of all the zonal

data are known without error, but there are two equally

probable SIR phase choices for general re¯ections on the

Argand diagram, as shown in Fig. 2. Initial values for the

general phases were selected randomly from these two

choices. The phase-error statistics for these SIR starting sets

are given in Table 1(b).

Real experimental data were also available for testing.

These included 3.0 AÊ SIR data for Pt and U derivatives of the

cytochrome c550 structure (Timkovich & Dickerson, 1976) and

2.5 AÊ SIR and SAS data for a Pt derivative of macromomycin,

a 115 amino-acid protein reported by Van Roey & Beerman

(1989).

5. Phasing strategy

Prior to performing further calculations, the data were sorted

in decreasing order on the magnitude of |Fh| sin('+ ÿ 'ÿ)/2.

This places at the top of the list those re¯ections which have

the greatest effect on altering map features upon changing

their phase from '+ to 'ÿ, i.e. |'+ÿ 'ÿ|' 180�. Conversely, the

re¯ections at the bottom of the list have '+' 'ÿ, so that there

will be a negligible phase error regardless of which of the two

values were selected.

Our phasing strategy will involve computing CC0 for the

initial set of phases chosen as described above, then

proceeding iteratively through the top 100 Fs and changing the

phase of the ith re¯ection to its 'ÿ value, computing the CCi

value for that map and then resetting the phase back to its '+

value before testing the next re¯ection. The results were then

sorted in decreasing order on the value of CCi ÿ CC0 as

reported in Table 2 for the non-centrosymmetric SAS data.

6. Discussion of results

The SAS phase assignments based on the Fe substructure had

an initial F-weighted r.m.s. phase error of between 60 and 65�

for the three resolution ranges, as indicated in row 3 of

Figure 1
SAS Argand phasing diagram. The solid lines that form the sides of the
triangles are de®ned by the known magnitudes |Fh| and |F 0h| and 2�0 0,
where �0 0 is the vector direction of the imaginary component of the
anomalous scattering Fe atoms. The two phase solutions for the normal
scattering component Fn = (Fh + F �ÿh)/2 are given, where F �ÿh is the
complex conjugate of Fÿh. '+ is the phase-solution choice that is closest to
the value of 'Fe, the normal phase component of the Fe scattering, while
'ÿ is the alternate possible phase choice. From this construction, it is easy
to verify that |'+ ÿ 'Fe| = 180 ÿ |'ÿ ÿ 'Fe|�.

Figure 2
SIR Argand phasing diagram. Given the heavy-atom substructure and
the native and derivative structure-factor magnitudes, jFj and |FD|, the
two permissible choices for the native phase, are equally probable. The
labels for these two phase choices '+ and 'ÿ in this study are completely
arbitrary. The phase differences |'+ ÿ 'Fe| and |'ÿ ÿ 'Fe| are equal.

Table 1
Phase errors for the three resolution ranges.

(a) Cytochrome c550 SAS data.

Limiting resolution (AÊ ) 2.65 3.75 5.30
No. of general re¯ections 2708 902 290
F-weighted r.m.s. (�') (�) 64.4 64.1 60.4
After �CC re®nement (�) �10 �50 �50

(b) Cytochrome c550 SIR data.

Limiting resolution (AÊ ) 2.65 3.75 5.30
No. of general re¯ections 2708 902 290
F-weighted r.m.s. (�') (�) 76.8 78.3 87.0
No. of zonal re¯ections 794 397 190
F-weighted r.m.s. (�') (�) 0 0 0
Total No. of data 3502 1299 480
Overall r.m.s. (�') (�) 66.3 64.0 65.9
After �CC re®nement (�) �8 �15 �45



Table 1(a). The �CC sign indications derived from the initial

SAS data maps are very encouraging; one may generally select

a map threshold � between 0.0 and 0.5�(�) to obtain good

results. A threshold of � equal to 0.25�(�) was used

throughout for the tests described below. When the top 100

data from the 2.65 AÊ SAS data set were sorted on �CC, the top

15 most positive sign indications identi®ed phases for which

the initial '+ choice was incorrect, as indicated by the entries

prior to the * in column 3 of Table 2. The ability of �CC to

identify these phases is remarkable, since no explicit

assumptions were made to exploit any rational features that

may have been present in the initial SAS map.

Indeed, if one extends this analysis of the 2.65 AÊ SAS data

to the top 500 re¯ections and sorts the �CC results, there are

only three errors among the top 50 'ÿ indications. Inciden-

tally, it was noted that only 170 of the 500 indications had �CC
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Table 2
Top 100 sign indications for the cytochrome c550 SAS data.

Columns are sorted in descending order on the value of �CC. The serial
numbers of the phases are marked + orÿ to indicate the correct phase choice,
either '+ or 'ÿ, remembering that all phases were initially set to the '+ value.
A large positive �CC tends to indicate that the initial '+ choice was incorrect
as evidenced by negative serial numbers at the top of the table. The ®rst
contrary indication in each �CC column is marked *.

Resolution (AÊ ) 2.65 3.75 5.30
No. re¯ections 2708 902 290
R.m.s. (�', �) 64.4 64.1 60.4

Rank Ser �CC Ser �CC Ser �CC

1 9 ÿ 0.00728 9 ÿ 0.01283 23 + 0.01750*
2 80 ÿ 0.00700 38 ÿ 0.00841 41 ÿ 0.01536
3 66 ÿ 0.00478 64 ÿ 0.00824 5 ÿ 0.01449
4 19 ÿ 0.00449 5 ÿ 0.00813 38 ÿ 0.01301
5 53 ÿ 0.00419 6 ÿ 0.00766 79 ÿ 0.01242
6 73 ÿ 0.00405 77 ÿ 0.00712 19 ÿ 0.01176
7 55 ÿ 0.00396 61 ÿ 0.00698 9 ÿ 0.01058
8 7 ÿ 0.00361 18 ÿ 0.00656 53 + 0.01038
9 26 ÿ 0.00354 52 ÿ 0.00579 56 ÿ 0.00924
10 39 ÿ 0.00343 87 + 0.00456* 83 ÿ 0.00809
11 95 ÿ 0.00328 70 ÿ 0.00447 61 ÿ 0.00775
12 63 ÿ 0.00322 20 ÿ 0.00390 8 + 0.00770
13 85 ÿ 0.00278 46 + 0.00352 24 ÿ 0.00713
14 6 ÿ 0.00250 94 ÿ 0.00343 60 ÿ 0.00688
15 61 ÿ 0.00171 81 + 0.00343 33 + 0.00673
16 60 + 0.00152* 88 ÿ 0.00327 30 + 0.00565
17 65 ÿ 0.00130 23 ÿ 0.00326 95 + 0.00548
18 96 ÿ 0.00126 25 ÿ 0.00319 35 + 0.00498
19 43 + 0.00093 67 ÿ 0.00315 57 + 0.00374
20 98 + 0.00091 71 + 0.00299 92 + 0.00303
21 88 ÿ 0.00082 41 + 0.00282 62 + 0.00263
22 24 ÿ 0.00081 50 + 0.00250 98 ÿ 0.00261
23 20 ÿ 0.00077 69 + 0.00205 97 + 0.00190
24 42 + 0.00072 60 ÿ 0.00188 44 + 0.00135
25 30 ÿ 0.00046 72 + 0.00168 21 ÿ 0.00083
26 59 + 0.00040 54 ÿ 0.00150 86 + 0.00066
27 94 + ÿ0.00005 26 + 0.00145 12 + 0.00000
28 52 + ÿ0.00011 91 + 0.00140 46 + ÿ0.00047
29 57 ÿ ÿ0.00027 59 ÿ 0.00119 34 + ÿ0.00057
30 51 + ÿ0.00028 80 ÿ 0.00087 59 + ÿ0.00101
31 83 + ÿ0.00030 43 + 0.00076 82 + ÿ0.00115
32 62 ÿ ÿ0.00030 31 + 0.00012 58 + ÿ0.00147
33 67 + ÿ0.00033 49 + 0.00009 85 ÿ ÿ0.00180
34 18 ÿ ÿ0.00037 86 + ÿ0.00043 81 + ÿ0.00181
35 72 + ÿ0.00041 82 + ÿ0.00043 68 ÿ ÿ0.00183
36 5 ÿ ÿ0.00050 74 + ÿ0.00046 90 ÿ ÿ0.00187
37 70 ÿ ÿ0.00054 22 + ÿ0.00059 27 + ÿ0.00198
38 48 + ÿ0.00062 7 ÿ ÿ0.00059 99 + ÿ0.00201
39 46 ÿ ÿ0.00097 42 + ÿ0.00062 72 + ÿ0.00209

95 4 + ÿ0.00912 1 + ÿ0.01583 43 + ÿ0.02624
96 2 + ÿ0.00914 14 + ÿ0.01610 2 + ÿ0.02968
97 16 + ÿ0.00966 21 + ÿ0.01773 10 + ÿ0.03300
98 3 + ÿ0.01071 3 + ÿ0.01899 4 + ÿ0.03307
99 49 + ÿ0.01224 4 + ÿ0.01971 14 + ÿ0.03578
100 1 + ÿ0.01545 48 + ÿ0.02367 36 + ÿ0.04243

Table 3
Top 100 sign indications for the cytochrome c550 SIR data.

The SIR phase choices for the general re¯ections have been randomly
selected. A negative sign for the serial number of the phase indicates that the
initial random choice of phase was incorrect. Large positive �CC values tend
to indicate re¯ections that were initially assigned the wrong value as evidenced
by the preponderance of negative serial numbers at the top of this table. The
®rst contrary phase indication in each �CC column is marked *.

Resolution (AÊ ) 2.65 3.75 5.30
R.m.s. (�', �) 76.8 78.3 87.0

Rank Ser �CC Ser �CC Ser �CC

1 4 ÿ 0.00970 7 ÿ 0.01264 3 ÿ 0.02679
2 7 ÿ 0.00705 1 ÿ 0.01111 16 ÿ 0.01541
3 3 ÿ 0.00642 2 ÿ 0.00892 26 ÿ 0.01226
4 61 ÿ 0.00563 4 ÿ 0.00836 31 ÿ 0.01143
5 46 ÿ 0.00533 94 ÿ 0.00736 55 ÿ 0.01000
6 13 ÿ 0.00501 65 ÿ 0.00682 22 ÿ 0.00960
7 27 ÿ 0.00427 6 ÿ 0.00680 37 + 0.00918*
8 84 ÿ 0.00400 41 ÿ 0.00603 9 + 0.00915
9 29 ÿ 0.00392 33 ÿ 0.00587 19 ÿ 0.00788
10 37 ÿ 0.00358 9 + 0.00573* 73 ÿ 0.00710
11 23 ÿ 0.00334 72 ÿ 0.00573 90 + 0.00644
12 11 ÿ 0.00304 27 ÿ 0.00559 44 ÿ 0.00638
13 39 ÿ 0.00267 24 ÿ 0.00511 59 ÿ 0.00627
14 36 ÿ 0.00249 22 ÿ 0.00502 20 ÿ 0.00581
15 38 ÿ 0.00234 57 ÿ 0.00498 27 ÿ 0.00563
16 59 ÿ 0.00228 78 ÿ 0.00494 62 + 0.00521
17 21 ÿ 0.00221 38 ÿ 0.00490 74 ÿ 0.00483
18 57 + 0.00215* 3 ÿ 0.00479 77 ÿ 0.00402
19 17 ÿ 0.00212 49 + 0.00464 82 ÿ 0.00369
20 26 ÿ 0.00194 88 ÿ 0.00443 76 + 0.00366
21 49 ÿ 0.00188 46 + 0.00431 94 + 0.00284
22 22 ÿ 0.00186 54 ÿ 0.00417 57 ÿ 0.00280
23 83 + 0.00184 51 ÿ 0.00414 49 ÿ 0.00268
24 82 ÿ 0.00174 16 + 0.00399 43 + 0.00251
25 69 ÿ 0.00158 75 + 0.00397 6 ÿ 0.00217
26 64 ÿ 0.00147 13 ÿ 0.00392 25 ÿ 0.00212
27 24 ÿ 0.00146 89 ÿ 0.00373 7 ÿ 0.00178
28 56 ÿ 0.00139 100 + 0.00356 86 + 0.00177
29 47 + 0.00128 21 ÿ 0.00322 54 + 0.00174
30 99 ÿ 0.00127 71 ÿ 0.00295 53 + 0.00171
31 25 + 0.00127 48 ÿ 0.00276 95 ÿ 0.00167
32 42 ÿ 0.00119 64 ÿ 0.00272 14 + 0.00159
33 67 ÿ 0.00095 40 ÿ 0.00260 42 ÿ 0.00136
34 45 ÿ 0.00090 67 + 0.00259 87 ÿ 0.00114
35 95 ÿ 0.00084 26 ÿ 0.00229 58 + 0.00098
36 73 + 0.00079 39 ÿ 0.00222 88 ÿ 0.00044
37 66 ÿ 0.00075 17 ÿ 0.00205 100 + 0.00033
38 74 + 0.00068 44 + 0.00204 71 + 0.00032
39 6 ÿ 0.00059 97 + 0.00200 93 ÿ 0.00021
40 28 ÿ 0.00056 55 ÿ 0.00147 34 ÿ 0.00021

95 90 + ÿ0.00268 25 + ÿ0.00392 80 ÿ ÿ0.01025
96 68 + ÿ0.00268 76 ÿ ÿ0.00444 36 ÿ ÿ0.01057
97 8 ÿ ÿ0.00283 20 + ÿ0.00534 29 + ÿ0.01080
98 43 + ÿ0.00288 5 + ÿ0.00597 21 + ÿ0.01951
99 14 + ÿ0.00412 12 + ÿ0.00744 2 ÿ ÿ0.02285
100 19 + ÿ0.00490 19 + ÿ0.01034 8 ÿ ÿ0.02286
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values greater than zero. If the top half of these 170 indica-

tions are tentatively accepted as being true and those phases

are changed, and this procedure is repeated for a number of

cycles, the overall phase error will gradually be reduced. After

three cycles, the phase error was reduced from 64 to�45�. The

analysis was then be extended from the top 500 to the top 1000

re¯ections and the process was repeated. In this manner, the

overall phase error of the 2708 data was quickly reduced to

less than 10� as indicated in the last row of Table 1(a). The

same strategy, when applied to the 3.75 and 5.3 AÊ data sets,

was surprisingly not as successful. It was generally not possible

to reduce the phase error of either set to less than �50�.
The results for the SIR trials in Table 3 are more

encouraging, even though the overall initial phase errors

indicated in row 7 of Table 1(b), 64±66�, are similar to those

reported for the SAS trials. The phase error of the 2.65 and

3.75 AÊ SIR data sets could be reduced to less than �8 and

�15�, respectively, as indicated in the last row of Table 1(b).

The phase error of the 5.3 AÊ set, however, could only be

reduced to �45� in the best randomly seeded trial. The main

reason for these better results is probably that the zonal

phases are known without error in the SIR case, in contrast to

the SAS case, in which the zonal data were excluded.

Test calculations involving real SIR or SAS data were more

problematic. The lowest the initial phase errors of the real

cytochrome c550 and macromomycin starting sets which could

be reduced was from about 65 to 55�. One could not expect to

do much better than this, given that the closest Argand phase

choice to the true phase had an r.m.s. phase error between 45

and 50� for the test structures investigated. If, however, the

best Argand choice was replaced with the true phase value, the

same initial 65� SIR starting values could be reduced to as low

as 22�.

7. Summary

The reciprocal-space map self-validation procedure can

resolve the SAS or SIR phase ambiguity and has the potential

to succeed at resolutions as low as 4 or 5 AÊ depending on the

scattering power of the SIR/SAS substructures. This is

signi®cantly lower resolution than required by other SIR/SAS

techniques reported from this laboratory (Langs, 1986; Langs

et al., 1995, 1999; Langs & Han, 1995). Applications of this

method to native ab initio phase re®nements have yet to be

thoroughly explored.
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